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COMBUSTION PROCESS IN  SI ENGINES 
    

Combustion may be defined as a relatively rapid chemical combination of hydrogen Combustion may be defined as a relatively rapid chemical combination of hydrogen Combustion may be defined as a relatively rapid chemical combination of hydrogen Combustion may be defined as a relatively rapid chemical combination of hydrogen 
and carbon in fuel with oxygen in air resulting in liberation of energy in the form of and carbon in fuel with oxygen in air resulting in liberation of energy in the form of and carbon in fuel with oxygen in air resulting in liberation of energy in the form of and carbon in fuel with oxygen in air resulting in liberation of energy in the form of 
heat. heat. heat. heat.     
    

Following conditions are necessary for combusFollowing conditions are necessary for combusFollowing conditions are necessary for combusFollowing conditions are necessary for combustion to take placetion to take placetion to take placetion to take place    
1.1.1.1. The presence of combustible mixtureThe presence of combustible mixtureThe presence of combustible mixtureThe presence of combustible mixture    
2.2.2.2. Some means to initiate mixtureSome means to initiate mixtureSome means to initiate mixtureSome means to initiate mixture    
3.3.3.3. Stabilization and propagation of flame in Combustion ChamberStabilization and propagation of flame in Combustion ChamberStabilization and propagation of flame in Combustion ChamberStabilization and propagation of flame in Combustion Chamber    

    

In S I Engines, carburetor supplies a combustible mixture of petrol and air and In S I Engines, carburetor supplies a combustible mixture of petrol and air and In S I Engines, carburetor supplies a combustible mixture of petrol and air and In S I Engines, carburetor supplies a combustible mixture of petrol and air and 
spark plug initiates combustspark plug initiates combustspark plug initiates combustspark plug initiates combustionionionion    

    

IGNITION LIMITSIGNITION LIMITSIGNITION LIMITSIGNITION LIMITS    

Ignition  of charge is only possible within certain limits of fuelIgnition  of charge is only possible within certain limits of fuelIgnition  of charge is only possible within certain limits of fuelIgnition  of charge is only possible within certain limits of fuel----air ratio. Ignition limits air ratio. Ignition limits air ratio. Ignition limits air ratio. Ignition limits 
correspond approximately to those mixture ratios, at lean and rich ends of scale, correspond approximately to those mixture ratios, at lean and rich ends of scale, correspond approximately to those mixture ratios, at lean and rich ends of scale, correspond approximately to those mixture ratios, at lean and rich ends of scale, 
where heat released by spark is no longer sufficient to iniwhere heat released by spark is no longer sufficient to iniwhere heat released by spark is no longer sufficient to iniwhere heat released by spark is no longer sufficient to initiate combustion in tiate combustion in tiate combustion in tiate combustion in 
neighbouring neighbouring neighbouring neighbouring     unburnt mixture. For hydrocarbons fuel the stoichiometric fuel air ratio unburnt mixture. For hydrocarbons fuel the stoichiometric fuel air ratio unburnt mixture. For hydrocarbons fuel the stoichiometric fuel air ratio unburnt mixture. For hydrocarbons fuel the stoichiometric fuel air ratio 

is 1:15 anis 1:15 anis 1:15 anis 1:15 and hence the fuel air ratio must be about 1:30 and 1:7d hence the fuel air ratio must be about 1:30 and 1:7d hence the fuel air ratio must be about 1:30 and 1:7d hence the fuel air ratio must be about 1:30 and 1:7    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    

THEORIES OF COMBUSTION IN SI ENGINETHEORIES OF COMBUSTION IN SI ENGINETHEORIES OF COMBUSTION IN SI ENGINETHEORIES OF COMBUSTION IN SI ENGINE    
    

Combustion in SI engine may roughly Combustion in SI engine may roughly Combustion in SI engine may roughly Combustion in SI engine may roughly 
divdivdivdivided into two general types: Normal and ided into two general types: Normal and ided into two general types: Normal and ided into two general types: Normal and 
Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal (knock(knock(knock(knock    free or Knocking). free or Knocking). free or Knocking). free or Knocking). 

Theoretical diTheoretical diTheoretical diTheoretical diagram of pressure crank agram of pressure crank agram of pressure crank agram of pressure crank 
angle diagram is shownangle diagram is shownangle diagram is shownangle diagram is shown....    (a(a(a(a→→→→b) is b) is b) is b) is 
compression process, (bcompression process, (bcompression process, (bcompression process, (b→→→→c) is c) is c) is c) is 
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combustion process  and (ccombustion process  and (ccombustion process  and (ccombustion process  and (c→→→→d) is an expansion process. In an ideal cycle it can d) is an expansion process. In an ideal cycle it can d) is an expansion process. In an ideal cycle it can d) is an expansion process. In an ideal cycle it can be be be be 
seen from the seen from the seen from the seen from the diagram,diagram,diagram,diagram,    the entire pressure rise during combustion takes place at the entire pressure rise during combustion takes place at the entire pressure rise during combustion takes place at the entire pressure rise during combustion takes place at 
constant volume i.e., at TDC. However, in actual cycle this does not happen. constant volume i.e., at TDC. However, in actual cycle this does not happen. constant volume i.e., at TDC. However, in actual cycle this does not happen. constant volume i.e., at TDC. However, in actual cycle this does not happen.     
    

    

RICHARD’S THEORY OF COMBUSTION.RICHARD’S THEORY OF COMBUSTION.RICHARD’S THEORY OF COMBUSTION.RICHARD’S THEORY OF COMBUSTION.    

Sir Sir Sir Sir Ricardo,Ricardo,Ricardo,Ricardo,    known as father of engine research describes thknown as father of engine research describes thknown as father of engine research describes thknown as father of engine research describes the combustion process  e combustion process  e combustion process  e combustion process  
can be imagined as if it is developing in two stages:can be imagined as if it is developing in two stages:can be imagined as if it is developing in two stages:can be imagined as if it is developing in two stages:    
1.1.1.1. Growth and development of a self propagating nucleus flame. ( Ignition lag)Growth and development of a self propagating nucleus flame. ( Ignition lag)Growth and development of a self propagating nucleus flame. ( Ignition lag)Growth and development of a self propagating nucleus flame. ( Ignition lag)    

2.2.2.2. Spread of flame through the combustion chamberSpread of flame through the combustion chamberSpread of flame through the combustion chamberSpread of flame through the combustion chamber    
    
    

    

THREE STAGE OF THREE STAGE OF THREE STAGE OF THREE STAGE OF COMBUSTIONCOMBUSTIONCOMBUSTIONCOMBUSTION                    (VTU July/Aug 05/Feb 06/(VTU July/Aug 05/Feb 06/(VTU July/Aug 05/Feb 06/(VTU July/Aug 05/Feb 06/July 06)July 06)July 06)July 06)    
According to Ricardo, There are three stages of combustion in SI Engine as shown According to Ricardo, There are three stages of combustion in SI Engine as shown According to Ricardo, There are three stages of combustion in SI Engine as shown According to Ricardo, There are three stages of combustion in SI Engine as shown     

1.1.1.1. Ignition lag stageIgnition lag stageIgnition lag stageIgnition lag stage    
2.2.2.2. Flame propagation stageFlame propagation stageFlame propagation stageFlame propagation stage    
3.3.3.3. After burning stageAfter burning stageAfter burning stageAfter burning stage    

    

1.1.1.1. Ignition lag Ignition lag Ignition lag Ignition lag stage:stage:stage:stage:    There is a certain There is a certain There is a certain There is a certain 
time interval between instant of spark time interval between instant of spark time interval between instant of spark time interval between instant of spark 
and instant where therand instant where therand instant where therand instant where there is a noticeable e is a noticeable e is a noticeable e is a noticeable 
rise in pressure due to combustion. rise in pressure due to combustion. rise in pressure due to combustion. rise in pressure due to combustion. 
This time lag is called IGNITION LAG. This time lag is called IGNITION LAG. This time lag is called IGNITION LAG. This time lag is called IGNITION LAG. 
Ignition lag is the time interval in the process of chemical reaction during which Ignition lag is the time interval in the process of chemical reaction during which Ignition lag is the time interval in the process of chemical reaction during which Ignition lag is the time interval in the process of chemical reaction during which 
molecules get heated up to self ignition temperature , get  ignited and produce amolecules get heated up to self ignition temperature , get  ignited and produce amolecules get heated up to self ignition temperature , get  ignited and produce amolecules get heated up to self ignition temperature , get  ignited and produce a    
self propagating nucleus of flame. The ignition lag is generally expressed in self propagating nucleus of flame. The ignition lag is generally expressed in self propagating nucleus of flame. The ignition lag is generally expressed in self propagating nucleus of flame. The ignition lag is generally expressed in 
terms of crank angle (terms of crank angle (terms of crank angle (terms of crank angle (θθθθ1111). The period of ignition lag is shown by path ab. Ignition ). The period of ignition lag is shown by path ab. Ignition ). The period of ignition lag is shown by path ab. Ignition ). The period of ignition lag is shown by path ab. Ignition 

lag is very small and lies between 0.00015 to 0.0002 lag is very small and lies between 0.00015 to 0.0002 lag is very small and lies between 0.00015 to 0.0002 lag is very small and lies between 0.00015 to 0.0002 seconds. seconds. seconds. seconds. An ignition lag of An ignition lag of An ignition lag of An ignition lag of 
0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 secondsecondsecondseconds correspondss correspondss correspondss corresponds    to 35 deg crank rotation when the engine is running to 35 deg crank rotation when the engine is running to 35 deg crank rotation when the engine is running to 35 deg crank rotation when the engine is running 
at 3000 RPM. Angle of advance increase with the speed. This is a chemical at 3000 RPM. Angle of advance increase with the speed. This is a chemical at 3000 RPM. Angle of advance increase with the speed. This is a chemical at 3000 RPM. Angle of advance increase with the speed. This is a chemical 
process depending upon the nature of fuel, temperature and pressure, process depending upon the nature of fuel, temperature and pressure, process depending upon the nature of fuel, temperature and pressure, process depending upon the nature of fuel, temperature and pressure, 
proportions of exhaust gas and rate of oxidatioproportions of exhaust gas and rate of oxidatioproportions of exhaust gas and rate of oxidatioproportions of exhaust gas and rate of oxidation or burning.n or burning.n or burning.n or burning.    
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2. Flame2. Flame2. Flame2. Flame    propagation stagepropagation stagepropagation stagepropagation stage::::    
Once theOnce theOnce theOnce the    flame is formed at “b”, it should be self sustained and must be able to flame is formed at “b”, it should be self sustained and must be able to flame is formed at “b”, it should be self sustained and must be able to flame is formed at “b”, it should be self sustained and must be able to 
propagate through the mixture. This is possible when the rate of heat generation by propagate through the mixture. This is possible when the rate of heat generation by propagate through the mixture. This is possible when the rate of heat generation by propagate through the mixture. This is possible when the rate of heat generation by 
burning is greater than heat lost by flame to sburning is greater than heat lost by flame to sburning is greater than heat lost by flame to sburning is greater than heat lost by flame to surrounding. urrounding. urrounding. urrounding.     
After the point  “b”, the flame propagation is abnormally low at the beginning as heat After the point  “b”, the flame propagation is abnormally low at the beginning as heat After the point  “b”, the flame propagation is abnormally low at the beginning as heat After the point  “b”, the flame propagation is abnormally low at the beginning as heat 

lost is more than heat generated. Therefore pressure rise is also slow as mass of lost is more than heat generated. Therefore pressure rise is also slow as mass of lost is more than heat generated. Therefore pressure rise is also slow as mass of lost is more than heat generated. Therefore pressure rise is also slow as mass of 
mixture burned is small. Therefore it is necessary to provide angle of advmixture burned is small. Therefore it is necessary to provide angle of advmixture burned is small. Therefore it is necessary to provide angle of advmixture burned is small. Therefore it is necessary to provide angle of advance 30 to ance 30 to ance 30 to ance 30 to 
35 deg, if the peak pressure to be attained 35 deg, if the peak pressure to be attained 35 deg, if the peak pressure to be attained 35 deg, if the peak pressure to be attained 5555----10 deg after TDC. The time required 10 deg after TDC. The time required 10 deg after TDC. The time required 10 deg after TDC. The time required 
for crank to rotate through an angle for crank to rotate through an angle for crank to rotate through an angle for crank to rotate through an angle θθθθ2 is known as combustion period during which 2 is known as combustion period during which 2 is known as combustion period during which 2 is known as combustion period during which 
propagation of flame takes place.propagation of flame takes place.propagation of flame takes place.propagation of flame takes place.    
    

    

3.After burning3.After burning3.After burning3.After burning::::    
Combustion will not stop atCombustion will not stop atCombustion will not stop atCombustion will not stop at    point  “c” but continue after attaining peak pressure and point  “c” but continue after attaining peak pressure and point  “c” but continue after attaining peak pressure and point  “c” but continue after attaining peak pressure and 
this combustion is known as after burning. This generally happens when the rich this combustion is known as after burning. This generally happens when the rich this combustion is known as after burning. This generally happens when the rich this combustion is known as after burning. This generally happens when the rich 
mixture is supplied to engine. mixture is supplied to engine. mixture is supplied to engine. mixture is supplied to engine.     

    
FACTORS AFFCTING THE FLAME PROPAGATION     FACTORS AFFCTING THE FLAME PROPAGATION     FACTORS AFFCTING THE FLAME PROPAGATION     FACTORS AFFCTING THE FLAME PROPAGATION     (VTU (VTU (VTU (VTU Aug 06/July 07/Jan 07Aug 06/July 07/Jan 07Aug 06/July 07/Jan 07Aug 06/July 07/Jan 07))))    
Rate of flameRate of flameRate of flameRate of flame    propagation affects the combustion process in SI engines. Higher propagation affects the combustion process in SI engines. Higher propagation affects the combustion process in SI engines. Higher propagation affects the combustion process in SI engines. Higher 
combustion efficiency and fuel economy can be achieved by higher flame combustion efficiency and fuel economy can be achieved by higher flame combustion efficiency and fuel economy can be achieved by higher flame combustion efficiency and fuel economy can be achieved by higher flame 
propagation velocities. Unfortunately flame velocities for most of fuel range between propagation velocities. Unfortunately flame velocities for most of fuel range between propagation velocities. Unfortunately flame velocities for most of fuel range between propagation velocities. Unfortunately flame velocities for most of fuel range between 
10 to 30 m/second.10 to 30 m/second.10 to 30 m/second.10 to 30 m/second.    
The factors whThe factors whThe factors whThe factors which affect the flame propagations are ich affect the flame propagations are ich affect the flame propagations are ich affect the flame propagations are     
1.1.1.1. Air fuel ratioAir fuel ratioAir fuel ratioAir fuel ratio    
2.2.2.2. Compression ratioCompression ratioCompression ratioCompression ratio    
3.3.3.3. Load on engineLoad on engineLoad on engineLoad on engine    
4.4.4.4. Turbulence and engine speedTurbulence and engine speedTurbulence and engine speedTurbulence and engine speed    

5.5.5.5. Other factorsOther factorsOther factorsOther factors    
        

1. A1. A1. A1. A    ::::    F ratio. F ratio. F ratio. F ratio. The mixture strength influences the rate of combustion and amount of The mixture strength influences the rate of combustion and amount of The mixture strength influences the rate of combustion and amount of The mixture strength influences the rate of combustion and amount of 

heat generated. The maximum flame speed heat generated. The maximum flame speed heat generated. The maximum flame speed heat generated. The maximum flame speed for all hydrocarbon fuels occurs at for all hydrocarbon fuels occurs at for all hydrocarbon fuels occurs at for all hydrocarbon fuels occurs at 
nearly 10% rich mixture. Flame speed is reduced bnearly 10% rich mixture. Flame speed is reduced bnearly 10% rich mixture. Flame speed is reduced bnearly 10% rich mixture. Flame speed is reduced both for lean and as well as for oth for lean and as well as for oth for lean and as well as for oth for lean and as well as for 
very very very very rich mixture.rich mixture.rich mixture.rich mixture.    Lean mixture releases less heat resulting lower flame temperature Lean mixture releases less heat resulting lower flame temperature Lean mixture releases less heat resulting lower flame temperature Lean mixture releases less heat resulting lower flame temperature 
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and lower flame speed. Very rich mixture results incomand lower flame speed. Very rich mixture results incomand lower flame speed. Very rich mixture results incomand lower flame speed. Very rich mixture results incomplete combustion (C CO plete combustion (C CO plete combustion (C CO plete combustion (C CO 
instead of C0 and also results in production of less heat and flame speed remains instead of C0 and also results in production of less heat and flame speed remains instead of C0 and also results in production of less heat and flame speed remains instead of C0 and also results in production of less heat and flame speed remains 
low.low.low.low.    The effects of A: F ratio on pThe effects of A: F ratio on pThe effects of A: F ratio on pThe effects of A: F ratio on p----v diagram and pv diagram and pv diagram and pv diagram and p----0 diagr0 diagr0 diagr0 diagram are shown below :am are shown below :am are shown below :am are shown below :    
    
    

    
    
    
    
 
  

  

                    
2. Compression ratio:2. Compression ratio:2. Compression ratio:2. Compression ratio:    The higher compression The higher compression The higher compression The higher compression 
ratio inratio inratio inratio increases the pressure and temperature creases the pressure and temperature creases the pressure and temperature creases the pressure and temperature 
of the mixture and alsoof the mixture and alsoof the mixture and alsoof the mixture and also    decreases the decreases the decreases the decreases the 
concentration of residual gases. All these concentration of residual gases. All these concentration of residual gases. All these concentration of residual gases. All these 
factors factors factors factors reducereducereducereduce    the ignition lag and the ignition lag and the ignition lag and the ignition lag and helphelphelphelp    to to to to 
speed up the second phase of combustion. speed up the second phase of combustion. speed up the second phase of combustion. speed up the second phase of combustion. 
The maximum pressure of the cycle as well as The maximum pressure of the cycle as well as The maximum pressure of the cycle as well as The maximum pressure of the cycle as well as 
mean effmean effmean effmean effective pressure ective pressure ective pressure ective pressure of the cycle with increase in compression ratio. of the cycle with increase in compression ratio. of the cycle with increase in compression ratio. of the cycle with increase in compression ratio. Figure Figure Figure Figure aboveaboveaboveabove    

shows the effect of compression ratio on pressure (indirectly on the speed of shows the effect of compression ratio on pressure (indirectly on the speed of shows the effect of compression ratio on pressure (indirectly on the speed of shows the effect of compression ratio on pressure (indirectly on the speed of 
combustion) with respect to crank angle for same A: F ratio and same angle of advance.combustion) with respect to crank angle for same A: F ratio and same angle of advance.combustion) with respect to crank angle for same A: F ratio and same angle of advance.combustion) with respect to crank angle for same A: F ratio and same angle of advance. 
Higher compreHigher compreHigher compreHigher compression ratio increases the surface to volume ratio and thereby increases ssion ratio increases the surface to volume ratio and thereby increases ssion ratio increases the surface to volume ratio and thereby increases ssion ratio increases the surface to volume ratio and thereby increases 
the part of the mixture which afterthe part of the mixture which afterthe part of the mixture which afterthe part of the mixture which after----burns in the third phase.burns in the third phase.burns in the third phase.burns in the third phase.    
    
3. Load on Engine3. Load on Engine3. Load on Engine3. Load on Engine. With increase in load, the cycle pressures increase and the flame . With increase in load, the cycle pressures increase and the flame . With increase in load, the cycle pressures increase and the flame . With increase in load, the cycle pressures increase and the flame 
speed also increases.speed also increases.speed also increases.speed also increases.    
In S.I. engineIn S.I. engineIn S.I. engineIn S.I. engine, the power developed by an engine is controlled by throttling. , the power developed by an engine is controlled by throttling. , the power developed by an engine is controlled by throttling. , the power developed by an engine is controlled by throttling. At lower At lower At lower At lower 
loadloadloadload    and higher throttle, the initial and final pressure of the mixture after compression and higher throttle, the initial and final pressure of the mixture after compression and higher throttle, the initial and final pressure of the mixture after compression and higher throttle, the initial and final pressure of the mixture after compression 

dedededecrease and mixture is also dilutcrease and mixture is also dilutcrease and mixture is also dilutcrease and mixture is also diluted by the more residual gases. This ed by the more residual gases. This ed by the more residual gases. This ed by the more residual gases. This reduces the flamereduces the flamereduces the flamereduces the flame    
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propapropapropapropagation and prolongs the ignition laggation and prolongs the ignition laggation and prolongs the ignition laggation and prolongs the ignition lag. This is the reason, the advance mechanism is . This is the reason, the advance mechanism is . This is the reason, the advance mechanism is . This is the reason, the advance mechanism is 
also provided with change in load on the engine. This difficulty can be partly overcome also provided with change in load on the engine. This difficulty can be partly overcome also provided with change in load on the engine. This difficulty can be partly overcome also provided with change in load on the engine. This difficulty can be partly overcome 
by providing rich mixture at part loads but this definitely increases the chances of by providing rich mixture at part loads but this definitely increases the chances of by providing rich mixture at part loads but this definitely increases the chances of by providing rich mixture at part loads but this definitely increases the chances of afterafterafterafter----
burning. The after burning is prolonged with richer mixture.burning. The after burning is prolonged with richer mixture.burning. The after burning is prolonged with richer mixture.burning. The after burning is prolonged with richer mixture.        In fact, poor combustion at In fact, poor combustion at In fact, poor combustion at In fact, poor combustion at 
part loads and necessity of providing richer mixture are the main disadvantages of S,I. part loads and necessity of providing richer mixture are the main disadvantages of S,I. part loads and necessity of providing richer mixture are the main disadvantages of S,I. part loads and necessity of providing richer mixture are the main disadvantages of S,I. 

engines which causes wastage of fuel and discharge of large amount of COengines which causes wastage of fuel and discharge of large amount of COengines which causes wastage of fuel and discharge of large amount of COengines which causes wastage of fuel and discharge of large amount of CO    with with with with 
exhaust gases.exhaust gases.exhaust gases.exhaust gases.    
    
4. Turbulence 4. Turbulence 4. Turbulence 4. Turbulence : : : :     Turbulence plays very important role in combustion Turbulence plays very important role in combustion Turbulence plays very important role in combustion Turbulence plays very important role in combustion ofofofof    fuel as the flame fuel as the flame fuel as the flame fuel as the flame 
speed is directly proportional to the turbulence of the mixture. This is because, the speed is directly proportional to the turbulence of the mixture. This is because, the speed is directly proportional to the turbulence of the mixture. This is because, the speed is directly proportional to the turbulence of the mixture. This is because, the 
turbulence increases the mixing and heat transfer coefficieturbulence increases the mixing and heat transfer coefficieturbulence increases the mixing and heat transfer coefficieturbulence increases the mixing and heat transfer coefficient or heat transfer rate nt or heat transfer rate nt or heat transfer rate nt or heat transfer rate 
between the burned and unburned mixture. The turbulence of the mixturbetween the burned and unburned mixture. The turbulence of the mixturbetween the burned and unburned mixture. The turbulence of the mixturbetween the burned and unburned mixture. The turbulence of the mixture can be e can be e can be e can be 
increased at the end ofincreased at the end ofincreased at the end ofincreased at the end of    compression by suitable design of the combustion chamber compression by suitable design of the combustion chamber compression by suitable design of the combustion chamber compression by suitable design of the combustion chamber 
(geometry of cylinder head and piston crown).(geometry of cylinder head and piston crown).(geometry of cylinder head and piston crown).(geometry of cylinder head and piston crown).    

Insufficient turbulence prInsufficient turbulence prInsufficient turbulence prInsufficient turbulence provides low flame velocity and incomplete combustion and ovides low flame velocity and incomplete combustion and ovides low flame velocity and incomplete combustion and ovides low flame velocity and incomplete combustion and 
reduces the power output. But excessive turbulence is also not desirable as it increases reduces the power output. But excessive turbulence is also not desirable as it increases reduces the power output. But excessive turbulence is also not desirable as it increases reduces the power output. But excessive turbulence is also not desirable as it increases 
the combustion rapidly and leads to detonation. Excessive turbulence causes to cool the combustion rapidly and leads to detonation. Excessive turbulence causes to cool the combustion rapidly and leads to detonation. Excessive turbulence causes to cool the combustion rapidly and leads to detonation. Excessive turbulence causes to cool 
the flame generated and flathe flame generated and flathe flame generated and flathe flame generated and flame propagation is reduced.me propagation is reduced.me propagation is reduced.me propagation is reduced.    
Moderate turbulence is always desirable as it accelerates the chemical reaction, Moderate turbulence is always desirable as it accelerates the chemical reaction, Moderate turbulence is always desirable as it accelerates the chemical reaction, Moderate turbulence is always desirable as it accelerates the chemical reaction, 
reduces ignition lag, increases flame propagation and even allows weak mixture to burn reduces ignition lag, increases flame propagation and even allows weak mixture to burn reduces ignition lag, increases flame propagation and even allows weak mixture to burn reduces ignition lag, increases flame propagation and even allows weak mixture to burn 
efficiently.efficiently.efficiently.efficiently.    
    
Engine SpeedEngine SpeedEngine SpeedEngine Speed    

The turbulence of the mixture incrThe turbulence of the mixture incrThe turbulence of the mixture incrThe turbulence of the mixture increases with an increase in engine speed. eases with an increase in engine speed. eases with an increase in engine speed. eases with an increase in engine speed. For this For this For this For this 
reason the flame speed almost increases linearly with engine speed. If the engine reason the flame speed almost increases linearly with engine speed. If the engine reason the flame speed almost increases linearly with engine speed. If the engine reason the flame speed almost increases linearly with engine speed. If the engine 
speed is doubled, flame to traverse the combustion chamber is halved. speed is doubled, flame to traverse the combustion chamber is halved. speed is doubled, flame to traverse the combustion chamber is halved. speed is doubled, flame to traverse the combustion chamber is halved. Double the Double the Double the Double the 
original speed and half the original time gioriginal speed and half the original time gioriginal speed and half the original time gioriginal speed and half the original time give the same number of crank degrees for ve the same number of crank degrees for ve the same number of crank degrees for ve the same number of crank degrees for 
flame propagation. The crank angle required for the flame propagation , which is main flame propagation. The crank angle required for the flame propagation , which is main flame propagation. The crank angle required for the flame propagation , which is main flame propagation. The crank angle required for the flame propagation , which is main 
phase of combustion will remain almost constant at all speeds. This is an important phase of combustion will remain almost constant at all speeds. This is an important phase of combustion will remain almost constant at all speeds. This is an important phase of combustion will remain almost constant at all speeds. This is an important 
characteristics of all petrol engines.characteristics of all petrol engines.characteristics of all petrol engines.characteristics of all petrol engines.    
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Engine Engine Engine Engine SizeSizeSizeSize    
Engines of similar design generally run at the same piston speed. This is achieved by Engines of similar design generally run at the same piston speed. This is achieved by Engines of similar design generally run at the same piston speed. This is achieved by Engines of similar design generally run at the same piston speed. This is achieved by 
using small engines having larger RPM  and  larger engines having smaller RPM. using small engines having larger RPM  and  larger engines having smaller RPM. using small engines having larger RPM  and  larger engines having smaller RPM. using small engines having larger RPM  and  larger engines having smaller RPM. Due Due Due Due 
to same piston speed, the inlet velocity, degree of turbulence and flame speed areto same piston speed, the inlet velocity, degree of turbulence and flame speed areto same piston speed, the inlet velocity, degree of turbulence and flame speed areto same piston speed, the inlet velocity, degree of turbulence and flame speed are    
nearly same in similar engines regardless of the size. However, in small engines the nearly same in similar engines regardless of the size. However, in small engines the nearly same in similar engines regardless of the size. However, in small engines the nearly same in similar engines regardless of the size. However, in small engines the 

flame travel is small and in large engines large. flame travel is small and in large engines large. flame travel is small and in large engines large. flame travel is small and in large engines large. Therefore,Therefore,Therefore,Therefore,    if the engine size is doubled if the engine size is doubled if the engine size is doubled if the engine size is doubled 
the time required for the time required for the time required for the time required for propagationpropagationpropagationpropagation    of flame through combustion space is also douof flame through combustion space is also douof flame through combustion space is also douof flame through combustion space is also doubled. bled. bled. bled. 
But with lower RPM of large engines the time for flame propagation in terms of crank But with lower RPM of large engines the time for flame propagation in terms of crank But with lower RPM of large engines the time for flame propagation in terms of crank But with lower RPM of large engines the time for flame propagation in terms of crank 
would be nearly same as in small engines. In other words, the number of crank degrees would be nearly same as in small engines. In other words, the number of crank degrees would be nearly same as in small engines. In other words, the number of crank degrees would be nearly same as in small engines. In other words, the number of crank degrees 
required for flame travel will be about the same irrespective of engine size prrequired for flame travel will be about the same irrespective of engine size prrequired for flame travel will be about the same irrespective of engine size prrequired for flame travel will be about the same irrespective of engine size provided the ovided the ovided the ovided the 
engines are similar. engines are similar. engines are similar. engines are similar.     
    
5555. Other Factors.. Other Factors.. Other Factors.. Other Factors.    Among the other factors, the factors which increase the flame speed Among the other factors, the factors which increase the flame speed Among the other factors, the factors which increase the flame speed Among the other factors, the factors which increase the flame speed 
are supercharging of the engine, spark timing and residual gases left in the engine at are supercharging of the engine, spark timing and residual gases left in the engine at are supercharging of the engine, spark timing and residual gases left in the engine at are supercharging of the engine, spark timing and residual gases left in the engine at 

the end of exhaust stroke.the end of exhaust stroke.the end of exhaust stroke.the end of exhaust stroke.    The air humidity also The air humidity also The air humidity also The air humidity also affects the flame velocity but its exact affects the flame velocity but its exact affects the flame velocity but its exact affects the flame velocity but its exact 
effect is not known. Anyhow, its effect is not large compared with A effect is not known. Anyhow, its effect is not large compared with A effect is not known. Anyhow, its effect is not large compared with A effect is not known. Anyhow, its effect is not large compared with A ::::F ratio and F ratio and F ratio and F ratio and 
turbulence.turbulence.turbulence.turbulence.    
    
PHENOMENON OF KNOCKING IN SI PHENOMENON OF KNOCKING IN SI PHENOMENON OF KNOCKING IN SI PHENOMENON OF KNOCKING IN SI 
ENGINE    ENGINE    ENGINE    ENGINE    (VTU (VTU (VTU (VTU July06/Jan 07July06/Jan 07July06/Jan 07July06/Jan 07))))    
Knocking is due to auto ignition of end Knocking is due to auto ignition of end Knocking is due to auto ignition of end Knocking is due to auto ignition of end 
portion of unburned portion of unburned portion of unburned portion of unburned charge in charge in charge in charge in 
combustion chamber. As the normal combustion chamber. As the normal combustion chamber. As the normal combustion chamber. As the normal 
flame proceeds across the chamber, flame proceeds across the chamber, flame proceeds across the chamber, flame proceeds across the chamber, 
pressure and temperature of unburned pressure and temperature of unburned pressure and temperature of unburned pressure and temperature of unburned 
charge increase due to compression by charge increase due to compression by charge increase due to compression by charge increase due to compression by 
burned portion of charge. This unburned burned portion of charge. This unburned burned portion of charge. This unburned burned portion of charge. This unburned 
compressed charge may auto ignite compressed charge may auto ignite compressed charge may auto ignite compressed charge may auto ignite 

under certain temperature counder certain temperature counder certain temperature counder certain temperature condition and ndition and ndition and ndition and 
release the energy at a very rapid rate release the energy at a very rapid rate release the energy at a very rapid rate release the energy at a very rapid rate 
compared to normal combustion compared to normal combustion compared to normal combustion compared to normal combustion 
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process in cylinder. This rapid release of energy during auto ignition causes a high process in cylinder. This rapid release of energy during auto ignition causes a high process in cylinder. This rapid release of energy during auto ignition causes a high process in cylinder. This rapid release of energy during auto ignition causes a high 
pressure pressure pressure pressure differential indifferential indifferential indifferential in    combustion chambercombustion chambercombustion chambercombustion chamber    and a high pressure wave is released from and a high pressure wave is released from and a high pressure wave is released from and a high pressure wave is released from 
autautautauto ignition region. The motion of high pressure compression waves inside the cylinder o ignition region. The motion of high pressure compression waves inside the cylinder o ignition region. The motion of high pressure compression waves inside the cylinder o ignition region. The motion of high pressure compression waves inside the cylinder 
causes vibration of engine parts and pinging noise and it is known as knocking or causes vibration of engine parts and pinging noise and it is known as knocking or causes vibration of engine parts and pinging noise and it is known as knocking or causes vibration of engine parts and pinging noise and it is known as knocking or 
detonation. This pressure frequency or vibration frequency in SI engine can be up to detonation. This pressure frequency or vibration frequency in SI engine can be up to detonation. This pressure frequency or vibration frequency in SI engine can be up to detonation. This pressure frequency or vibration frequency in SI engine can be up to 

5005005005000 Cycles per second0 Cycles per second0 Cycles per second0 Cycles per second....    
    

Denotation is undesirable as it affects the engine performance and life, as it abruptly Denotation is undesirable as it affects the engine performance and life, as it abruptly Denotation is undesirable as it affects the engine performance and life, as it abruptly Denotation is undesirable as it affects the engine performance and life, as it abruptly 
increases sudden large amount of heat energy. It also put a limit on increases sudden large amount of heat energy. It also put a limit on increases sudden large amount of heat energy. It also put a limit on increases sudden large amount of heat energy. It also put a limit on compression ratio compression ratio compression ratio compression ratio 
at which engine can be operated which directly affectsat which engine can be operated which directly affectsat which engine can be operated which directly affectsat which engine can be operated which directly affects    the the the the engine efficiency and output. engine efficiency and output. engine efficiency and output. engine efficiency and output.     
    
AUTO IGINITION AUTO IGINITION AUTO IGINITION AUTO IGINITION     (VTU (VTU (VTU (VTU July July July July 2007)2007)2007)2007)    
A mixture of fuel and air can react spontaneously and produce heat by chemical A mixture of fuel and air can react spontaneously and produce heat by chemical A mixture of fuel and air can react spontaneously and produce heat by chemical A mixture of fuel and air can react spontaneously and produce heat by chemical 
reaction in the absence of flame to initiate the combustion or selfreaction in the absence of flame to initiate the combustion or selfreaction in the absence of flame to initiate the combustion or selfreaction in the absence of flame to initiate the combustion or self----ignition. ignition. ignition. ignition. This type of This type of This type of This type of 
selfselfselfself----ignition in the aignition in the aignition in the aignition in the absence of flame is known as Autobsence of flame is known as Autobsence of flame is known as Autobsence of flame is known as Auto----IgnitionIgnitionIgnitionIgnition. The temperature at . The temperature at . The temperature at . The temperature at 
which the selfwhich the selfwhich the selfwhich the self----ignition takes place is known as selfignition takes place is known as selfignition takes place is known as selfignition takes place is known as self----igniting temperature. The pressure igniting temperature. The pressure igniting temperature. The pressure igniting temperature. The pressure 
and temperature abruptly increase due to autoand temperature abruptly increase due to autoand temperature abruptly increase due to autoand temperature abruptly increase due to auto----ignition because of sudden release of ignition because of sudden release of ignition because of sudden release of ignition because of sudden release of 
chemical energy.chemical energy.chemical energy.chemical energy.    
This This This This autoautoautoauto----ignition leads to abnormal combustion known as detonation which is ignition leads to abnormal combustion known as detonation which is ignition leads to abnormal combustion known as detonation which is ignition leads to abnormal combustion known as detonation which is 

undesirable because its bad effect on the engine performance and life as it abruptly undesirable because its bad effect on the engine performance and life as it abruptly undesirable because its bad effect on the engine performance and life as it abruptly undesirable because its bad effect on the engine performance and life as it abruptly 
increases sudden large amount of heat energy. In addition to this knocking puts a limit increases sudden large amount of heat energy. In addition to this knocking puts a limit increases sudden large amount of heat energy. In addition to this knocking puts a limit increases sudden large amount of heat energy. In addition to this knocking puts a limit 
on the compon the compon the compon the compression ratio atression ratio atression ratio atression ratio at    which an engine can be operated which directly affects the which an engine can be operated which directly affects the which an engine can be operated which directly affects the which an engine can be operated which directly affects the 
engine efficiency and output.engine efficiency and output.engine efficiency and output.engine efficiency and output.    
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AutoAutoAutoAuto----ignitionignitionignitionignition    of the mixture does not occur of the mixture does not occur of the mixture does not occur of the mixture does not occur 
instantaneously as soon as its temperature rises instantaneously as soon as its temperature rises instantaneously as soon as its temperature rises instantaneously as soon as its temperature rises 
above the selfabove the selfabove the selfabove the self----ignition temperature. Autoignition temperature. Autoignition temperature. Autoignition temperature. Auto----ignition ignition ignition ignition 
occuoccuoccuoccurs only when the mixture stays at a temperature rs only when the mixture stays at a temperature rs only when the mixture stays at a temperature rs only when the mixture stays at a temperature 

equal to or higher than the selfequal to or higher than the selfequal to or higher than the selfequal to or higher than the self----ignition temperature ignition temperature ignition temperature ignition temperature 
for a “finite time”. This time is known as delay period for a “finite time”. This time is known as delay period for a “finite time”. This time is known as delay period for a “finite time”. This time is known as delay period 
or reaction time for autoor reaction time for autoor reaction time for autoor reaction time for auto----ignition. This delay time as ignition. This delay time as ignition. This delay time as ignition. This delay time as 
a function of compression ratio is shown a function of compression ratio is shown a function of compression ratio is shown a function of compression ratio is shown inininin    adjacent adjacent adjacent adjacent 
figure.figure.figure.figure.        
As the compression ratio increases, the delay period As the compression ratio increases, the delay period As the compression ratio increases, the delay period As the compression ratio increases, the delay period 
decreases and this is because of increase in initial decreases and this is because of increase in initial decreases and this is because of increase in initial decreases and this is because of increase in initial 
(before combustion) pressure and temperature of the (before combustion) pressure and temperature of the (before combustion) pressure and temperature of the (before combustion) pressure and temperature of the 
charge.charge.charge.charge.    The selfThe selfThe selfThe self----ignition temperature is a characteristic of fuel air mixtureignition temperature is a characteristic of fuel air mixtureignition temperature is a characteristic of fuel air mixtureignition temperature is a characteristic of fuel air mixture    aaaand it variesnd it variesnd it variesnd it varies    

from fuelfrom fuelfrom fuelfrom fuel    to fuel and mixture strength to mixture to fuel and mixture strength to mixture to fuel and mixture strength to mixture to fuel and mixture strength to mixture ----    strength of the same fuel.strength of the same fuel.strength of the same fuel.strength of the same fuel.    
    
PRE PRE PRE PRE ----IGINITION  (VTUIGINITION  (VTUIGINITION  (VTUIGINITION  (VTU    JulyJulyJulyJuly    2007)2007)2007)2007)    
    

PrePrePrePre----ignition is the ignition of the homogeneous mixtureignition is the ignition of the homogeneous mixtureignition is the ignition of the homogeneous mixtureignition is the ignition of the homogeneous mixture    of charge as it comes in contact of charge as it comes in contact of charge as it comes in contact of charge as it comes in contact 
with hot surfaces, in with hot surfaces, in with hot surfaces, in with hot surfaces, in the absence of sparthe absence of sparthe absence of sparthe absence of sparkkkk    .   .   .   .       
Auto ignition may overheat the spark plug and exhaust valve and it remains so hot that Auto ignition may overheat the spark plug and exhaust valve and it remains so hot that Auto ignition may overheat the spark plug and exhaust valve and it remains so hot that Auto ignition may overheat the spark plug and exhaust valve and it remains so hot that 
its temperature is sufficient to ignite the charge in next cycle during the compression its temperature is sufficient to ignite the charge in next cycle during the compression its temperature is sufficient to ignite the charge in next cycle during the compression its temperature is sufficient to ignite the charge in next cycle during the compression 

stroke before spark occurs and this causes the stroke before spark occurs and this causes the stroke before spark occurs and this causes the stroke before spark occurs and this causes the prepreprepre----ignitionignitionignitionignition    of the charge.of the charge.of the charge.of the charge.    
    

PrePrePrePre----ignition is initiated by some overheated projecting part such as the sparking plug ignition is initiated by some overheated projecting part such as the sparking plug ignition is initiated by some overheated projecting part such as the sparking plug ignition is initiated by some overheated projecting part such as the sparking plug 
electrodes, exhaust valve head, metal corners in the combustion chamber, carbon electrodes, exhaust valve head, metal corners in the combustion chamber, carbon electrodes, exhaust valve head, metal corners in the combustion chamber, carbon electrodes, exhaust valve head, metal corners in the combustion chamber, carbon 
deposits or protruding cylinder head gasket rim etc.deposits or protruding cylinder head gasket rim etc.deposits or protruding cylinder head gasket rim etc.deposits or protruding cylinder head gasket rim etc.    

prepreprepre----ignition is ignition is ignition is ignition is also caused by peralso caused by peralso caused by peralso caused by persistent detonatingsistent detonatingsistent detonatingsistent detonating    pressure shockwaves scoring away pressure shockwaves scoring away pressure shockwaves scoring away pressure shockwaves scoring away 
the stagnant gases which normally protect the combustion chamber walls. The resulting the stagnant gases which normally protect the combustion chamber walls. The resulting the stagnant gases which normally protect the combustion chamber walls. The resulting the stagnant gases which normally protect the combustion chamber walls. The resulting 
increased heat flow through the walls, raises the surface temperature of any protruding increased heat flow through the walls, raises the surface temperature of any protruding increased heat flow through the walls, raises the surface temperature of any protruding increased heat flow through the walls, raises the surface temperature of any protruding 
poorly cooled part of the champoorly cooled part of the champoorly cooled part of the champoorly cooled part of the chamber, and this there fore provides a focal point for preber, and this there fore provides a focal point for preber, and this there fore provides a focal point for preber, and this there fore provides a focal point for pre----
ignition.ignition.ignition.ignition.    
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Effects of PreEffects of PreEffects of PreEffects of Pre----ignition ignition ignition ignition     
• It increase the tendency of denotation in the engineIt increase the tendency of denotation in the engineIt increase the tendency of denotation in the engineIt increase the tendency of denotation in the engine    
• It increases heat transfer to cylinder walls because high temperature It increases heat transfer to cylinder walls because high temperature It increases heat transfer to cylinder walls because high temperature It increases heat transfer to cylinder walls because high temperature gasgasgasgas    

remains in contact with for a longer tremains in contact with for a longer tremains in contact with for a longer tremains in contact with for a longer timeimeimeime    
• PrePrePrePre----ignition in a single cylinder will reduce the speed and power outputignition in a single cylinder will reduce the speed and power outputignition in a single cylinder will reduce the speed and power outputignition in a single cylinder will reduce the speed and power output    

• PrePrePrePre----ignition may cause seizer in the multiignition may cause seizer in the multiignition may cause seizer in the multiignition may cause seizer in the multi----cylinder engines, only if only cylinders cylinder engines, only if only cylinders cylinder engines, only if only cylinders cylinder engines, only if only cylinders 
have prehave prehave prehave pre----ignitionignitionignitionignition    
    
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NORMAL/ABNORMALDIFFERENCE BETWEEN NORMAL/ABNORMALDIFFERENCE BETWEEN NORMAL/ABNORMALDIFFERENCE BETWEEN NORMAL/ABNORMAL    COMBUSTIONCOMBUSTIONCOMBUSTIONCOMBUSTION    AND PREAND PREAND PREAND PRE----    INGINITONINGINITONINGINITONINGINITON    
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EFFECT OF DETONATION   (VTUEFFECT OF DETONATION   (VTUEFFECT OF DETONATION   (VTUEFFECT OF DETONATION   (VTU    Jan 2006Jan 2006Jan 2006Jan 2006))))    
The harmful effects of detonation are as follows:The harmful effects of detonation are as follows:The harmful effects of detonation are as follows:The harmful effects of detonation are as follows:    
    

1. Noise and Roughness1. Noise and Roughness1. Noise and Roughness1. Noise and Roughness. . . .     Knocking produces Knocking produces Knocking produces Knocking produces a loud pulsating noisea loud pulsating noisea loud pulsating noisea loud pulsating noise    and pressure and pressure and pressure and pressure 
waves. These waves waves. These waves waves. These waves waves. These waves which vibrates back and forth across the cylinder. The prwhich vibrates back and forth across the cylinder. The prwhich vibrates back and forth across the cylinder. The prwhich vibrates back and forth across the cylinder. The presence of esence of esence of esence of 
vibratory motion causes crankshaft vibrations and the engine runs rough.vibratory motion causes crankshaft vibrations and the engine runs rough.vibratory motion causes crankshaft vibrations and the engine runs rough.vibratory motion causes crankshaft vibrations and the engine runs rough.    
    
    

2. 2. 2. 2. Mechanical Damage.Mechanical Damage.Mechanical Damage.Mechanical Damage.        
(a)(a)(a)(a)High pressure waves generated during knocking can increase High pressure waves generated during knocking can increase High pressure waves generated during knocking can increase High pressure waves generated during knocking can increase     rate of wearrate of wearrate of wearrate of wear    of parts of parts of parts of parts 
of combustion chamber. Sever erosion of piston crown(of combustion chamber. Sever erosion of piston crown(of combustion chamber. Sever erosion of piston crown(of combustion chamber. Sever erosion of piston crown(    in a mannin a mannin a mannin a manner similar to that of er similar to that of er similar to that of er similar to that of 
marine propeller blades by cavitationmarine propeller blades by cavitationmarine propeller blades by cavitationmarine propeller blades by cavitation), ), ), ), cylinder head andcylinder head andcylinder head andcylinder head and    pitting of pitting of pitting of pitting of     inlet and outlet inlet and outlet inlet and outlet inlet and outlet 
valves may valves may valves may valves may result in result in result in result in complete wreckage of the complete wreckage of the complete wreckage of the complete wreckage of the engine. engine. engine. engine.     
(b) Detonation is very dangerous in engines having high noise level. In small engines (b) Detonation is very dangerous in engines having high noise level. In small engines (b) Detonation is very dangerous in engines having high noise level. In small engines (b) Detonation is very dangerous in engines having high noise level. In small engines 
the knthe knthe knthe knocking noise is easily detected and the corrective measures can be ocking noise is easily detected and the corrective measures can be ocking noise is easily detected and the corrective measures can be ocking noise is easily detected and the corrective measures can be takentakentakentaken    but in but in but in but in 
aeroaeroaeroaero----engines it is difficult to detect knocking noise and hence corrective measures engines it is difficult to detect knocking noise and hence corrective measures engines it is difficult to detect knocking noise and hence corrective measures engines it is difficult to detect knocking noise and hence corrective measures 
cannot be taken. Hence severe detonation may persist for a long time which may cannot be taken. Hence severe detonation may persist for a long time which may cannot be taken. Hence severe detonation may persist for a long time which may cannot be taken. Hence severe detonation may persist for a long time which may 

ultimately reultimately reultimately reultimately result in complete wreckage of the piston.sult in complete wreckage of the piston.sult in complete wreckage of the piston.sult in complete wreckage of the piston.    
    

3333. Carbon deposits. Carbon deposits. Carbon deposits. Carbon deposits. Detonation results in increased carbon deposits.. Detonation results in increased carbon deposits.. Detonation results in increased carbon deposits.. Detonation results in increased carbon deposits.    
    

4. Increase in heat transfer4. Increase in heat transfer4. Increase in heat transfer4. Increase in heat transfer. Knocking is accompanied by an increase in the rate of heat . Knocking is accompanied by an increase in the rate of heat . Knocking is accompanied by an increase in the rate of heat . Knocking is accompanied by an increase in the rate of heat 
transfer to the combustion chamber walls. transfer to the combustion chamber walls. transfer to the combustion chamber walls. transfer to the combustion chamber walls.     

The increaseThe increaseThe increaseThe increase    in heat transfer is due to two reasons. in heat transfer is due to two reasons. in heat transfer is due to two reasons. in heat transfer is due to two reasons.     
• The minor reason is that the maximum temperature in a detonating engine is The minor reason is that the maximum temperature in a detonating engine is The minor reason is that the maximum temperature in a detonating engine is The minor reason is that the maximum temperature in a detonating engine is 

about 150°C higher than in a nonabout 150°C higher than in a nonabout 150°C higher than in a nonabout 150°C higher than in a non----detonating engine, due to rapid completion of detonating engine, due to rapid completion of detonating engine, due to rapid completion of detonating engine, due to rapid completion of 
combustioncombustioncombustioncombustion    

• The major reason for increased heat transfer is tThe major reason for increased heat transfer is tThe major reason for increased heat transfer is tThe major reason for increased heat transfer is the scouring away of protective he scouring away of protective he scouring away of protective he scouring away of protective 
layer of inactive stagnant gas on the cylinder walls due to pressure waves. The layer of inactive stagnant gas on the cylinder walls due to pressure waves. The layer of inactive stagnant gas on the cylinder walls due to pressure waves. The layer of inactive stagnant gas on the cylinder walls due to pressure waves. The 
inactive layer of gas normally reduces the heat transfer by protectinginactive layer of gas normally reduces the heat transfer by protectinginactive layer of gas normally reduces the heat transfer by protectinginactive layer of gas normally reduces the heat transfer by protecting    the the the the 
combustion and piston crown from direct contact with flame.combustion and piston crown from direct contact with flame.combustion and piston crown from direct contact with flame.combustion and piston crown from direct contact with flame.    

    

5. 5. 5. 5. DecreaDecreaDecreaDecrease in power output and efficiencyse in power output and efficiencyse in power output and efficiencyse in power output and efficiency. Due to increase in the rate of heat transfer . Due to increase in the rate of heat transfer . Due to increase in the rate of heat transfer . Due to increase in the rate of heat transfer 
the power output as well as efficiency of a detonating engine decreases.the power output as well as efficiency of a detonating engine decreases.the power output as well as efficiency of a detonating engine decreases.the power output as well as efficiency of a detonating engine decreases.    
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6 Pre6 Pre6 Pre6 Pre----ignition. ignition. ignition. ignition. The increase in the rate of heat transfer to the walls has yet another The increase in the rate of heat transfer to the walls has yet another The increase in the rate of heat transfer to the walls has yet another The increase in the rate of heat transfer to the walls has yet another 
effect. It may effect. It may effect. It may effect. It may cause local overheating, especially of the sparking plug, which may reach cause local overheating, especially of the sparking plug, which may reach cause local overheating, especially of the sparking plug, which may reach cause local overheating, especially of the sparking plug, which may reach 
a temperature high enough to ignite the charge before the passage of spark, thus a temperature high enough to ignite the charge before the passage of spark, thus a temperature high enough to ignite the charge before the passage of spark, thus a temperature high enough to ignite the charge before the passage of spark, thus 
causing precausing precausing precausing pre----ignition. An engine detonating for a long period would most probably lead to ignition. An engine detonating for a long period would most probably lead to ignition. An engine detonating for a long period would most probably lead to ignition. An engine detonating for a long period would most probably lead to 
prepreprepre----ignitionignitionignitionignition    and this is the real danger of detonation.and this is the real danger of detonation.and this is the real danger of detonation.and this is the real danger of detonation.    

    
EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING VARIABLES ON THE ENGINE KNOCKING  EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING VARIABLES ON THE ENGINE KNOCKING  EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING VARIABLES ON THE ENGINE KNOCKING  EFFECT OF ENGINE OPERATING VARIABLES ON THE ENGINE KNOCKING  
DETONATION   (VTU  July 2005)DETONATION   (VTU  July 2005)DETONATION   (VTU  July 2005)DETONATION   (VTU  July 2005)    
    

TTTThe he he he     various engine variable affecting various engine variable affecting various engine variable affecting various engine variable affecting knocking knocking knocking knocking can be classified as :can be classified as :can be classified as :can be classified as :    
• Temperature factorsTemperature factorsTemperature factorsTemperature factors    
• Density factorsDensity factorsDensity factorsDensity factors    
• Time factorsTime factorsTime factorsTime factors    
• Composition factorsComposition factorsComposition factorsComposition factors    

    

(A)(A)(A)(A) TEMPERATURE FACTORSTEMPERATURE FACTORSTEMPERATURE FACTORSTEMPERATURE FACTORS. . . .     

Increasing the temperature of the unburned mixture increase the possibility of knock in Increasing the temperature of the unburned mixture increase the possibility of knock in Increasing the temperature of the unburned mixture increase the possibility of knock in Increasing the temperature of the unburned mixture increase the possibility of knock in 
the SI engine the SI engine the SI engine the SI engine We shall now discuss the effect of following engine parameters on tWe shall now discuss the effect of following engine parameters on tWe shall now discuss the effect of following engine parameters on tWe shall now discuss the effect of following engine parameters on the he he he 
temperature of the unburned mixture:temperature of the unburned mixture:temperature of the unburned mixture:temperature of the unburned mixture:    

� RAIRAIRAIRAISING THE COMPRESSION RATIOSING THE COMPRESSION RATIOSING THE COMPRESSION RATIOSING THE COMPRESSION RATIO....    IIIIncreasing the compression ratio ncreasing the compression ratio ncreasing the compression ratio ncreasing the compression ratio increases increases increases increases 

both the temperature and pressure (density of the unburned mixture). Increase in both the temperature and pressure (density of the unburned mixture). Increase in both the temperature and pressure (density of the unburned mixture). Increase in both the temperature and pressure (density of the unburned mixture). Increase in 
temperature reduces ttemperature reduces ttemperature reduces ttemperature reduces the delay period of the end he delay period of the end he delay period of the end he delay period of the end gas which in turn increasesgas which in turn increasesgas which in turn increasesgas which in turn increases    the the the the 
tendency to knock.tendency to knock.tendency to knock.tendency to knock.    

� SUPERSUPERSUPERSUPERCHARGINGCHARGINGCHARGINGCHARGING....    It also increasIt also increasIt also increasIt also increases both temperature and density, which increase es both temperature and density, which increase es both temperature and density, which increase es both temperature and density, which increase 

the knocking tendency of enginethe knocking tendency of enginethe knocking tendency of enginethe knocking tendency of engine    
� COOLANT TEMPERATURECOOLANT TEMPERATURECOOLANT TEMPERATURECOOLANT TEMPERATURE    Delay period decreasesDelay period decreasesDelay period decreasesDelay period decreases    with increase of coolant with increase of coolant with increase of coolant with increase of coolant 

temperature , decreased delay period increase the tendency to knocktemperature , decreased delay period increase the tendency to knocktemperature , decreased delay period increase the tendency to knocktemperature , decreased delay period increase the tendency to knock    
� TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE OF TEMPERATURE OF THE CTHE CTHE CTHE CYLINDERYLINDERYLINDERYLINDER    AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER WALLS : AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER WALLS : AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER WALLS : AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER WALLS : The The The The 

temperature of the end gas depends on the design of combustion chamber. temperature of the end gas depends on the design of combustion chamber. temperature of the end gas depends on the design of combustion chamber. temperature of the end gas depends on the design of combustion chamber. 
Sparking plug and exhaust valve are two hottest parts in the combustion Sparking plug and exhaust valve are two hottest parts in the combustion Sparking plug and exhaust valve are two hottest parts in the combustion Sparking plug and exhaust valve are two hottest parts in the combustion 
chamber and chamber and chamber and chamber and uneven temperature leads to preuneven temperature leads to preuneven temperature leads to preuneven temperature leads to pre----ignition and hence tignition and hence tignition and hence tignition and hence the knocking. he knocking. he knocking. he knocking.     
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(B(B(B(B) ) ) ) DENSITY FACTORSDENSITY FACTORSDENSITY FACTORSDENSITY FACTORS....    

Increasing the Increasing the Increasing the Increasing the density of unburnt mixture will increase the possibility of knock in the density of unburnt mixture will increase the possibility of knock in the density of unburnt mixture will increase the possibility of knock in the density of unburnt mixture will increase the possibility of knock in the 
engine. The engine engine. The engine engine. The engine engine. The engine parametersparametersparametersparameters    which affect the density are as follows:which affect the density are as follows:which affect the density are as follows:which affect the density are as follows:    

� Increased compression ratio increase the densityIncreased compression ratio increase the densityIncreased compression ratio increase the densityIncreased compression ratio increase the density    
� Increasing thIncreasing thIncreasing thIncreasing the load opens the throttle valve more and thus the densitye load opens the throttle valve more and thus the densitye load opens the throttle valve more and thus the densitye load opens the throttle valve more and thus the density    
� Supercharging increase the density of the mixtureSupercharging increase the density of the mixtureSupercharging increase the density of the mixtureSupercharging increase the density of the mixture    
� Increasing the inlet pressure increases the overall pressure during the cycle. The Increasing the inlet pressure increases the overall pressure during the cycle. The Increasing the inlet pressure increases the overall pressure during the cycle. The Increasing the inlet pressure increases the overall pressure during the cycle. The 

high pressure end gas decreases the delay period which increase thigh pressure end gas decreases the delay period which increase thigh pressure end gas decreases the delay period which increase thigh pressure end gas decreases the delay period which increase the tendency he tendency he tendency he tendency 
of knocking.of knocking.of knocking.of knocking.    

� Advanced spark timing : quantity of fuel burnt per cycle Advanced spark timing : quantity of fuel burnt per cycle Advanced spark timing : quantity of fuel burnt per cycle Advanced spark timing : quantity of fuel burnt per cycle before and after TDC before and after TDC before and after TDC before and after TDC 
position depends on spark timing. The temperature of charge increases by position depends on spark timing. The temperature of charge increases by position depends on spark timing. The temperature of charge increases by position depends on spark timing. The temperature of charge increases by 
increasing the spark advance and it increases with rate of burning and does not increasing the spark advance and it increases with rate of burning and does not increasing the spark advance and it increases with rate of burning and does not increasing the spark advance and it increases with rate of burning and does not 
allow sufficient time to the end mixture to dissipate the heat and increase the allow sufficient time to the end mixture to dissipate the heat and increase the allow sufficient time to the end mixture to dissipate the heat and increase the allow sufficient time to the end mixture to dissipate the heat and increase the 
knocking tendency knocking tendency knocking tendency knocking tendency     

    

(C(C(C(C) ) ) ) TIME  FACTORSTIME  FACTORSTIME  FACTORSTIME  FACTORS....    

Increasing the time of exposure of the unburned mixture to autoIncreasing the time of exposure of the unburned mixture to autoIncreasing the time of exposure of the unburned mixture to autoIncreasing the time of exposure of the unburned mixture to auto----ignition conditions ignition conditions ignition conditions ignition conditions 

increase the possibility of knock in SI engines.increase the possibility of knock in SI engines.increase the possibility of knock in SI engines.increase the possibility of knock in SI engines.    
� FlamFlamFlamFlame travel distancee travel distancee travel distancee travel distance: If the distance of flame travel is more, then possibility of : If the distance of flame travel is more, then possibility of : If the distance of flame travel is more, then possibility of : If the distance of flame travel is more, then possibility of 

knocking is also more. This problem can be solved by  combustion chamber knocking is also more. This problem can be solved by  combustion chamber knocking is also more. This problem can be solved by  combustion chamber knocking is also more. This problem can be solved by  combustion chamber 
design, spark plug location and engine size.design, spark plug location and engine size.design, spark plug location and engine size.design, spark plug location and engine size.    Compact combustion chamber will Compact combustion chamber will Compact combustion chamber will Compact combustion chamber will 
have better antihave better antihave better antihave better anti----knock chaknock chaknock chaknock characteristics, since the flame travel and combustion racteristics, since the flame travel and combustion racteristics, since the flame travel and combustion racteristics, since the flame travel and combustion 
time will be shorter. Further, if the combustion chamber is highly turbulent, the time will be shorter. Further, if the combustion chamber is highly turbulent, the time will be shorter. Further, if the combustion chamber is highly turbulent, the time will be shorter. Further, if the combustion chamber is highly turbulent, the 
combustion rate is high and consequently combustion time is further reduced; combustion rate is high and consequently combustion time is further reduced; combustion rate is high and consequently combustion time is further reduced; combustion rate is high and consequently combustion time is further reduced; 
this further reduces the tendency to knock.this further reduces the tendency to knock.this further reduces the tendency to knock.this further reduces the tendency to knock.    

� LLLLocation of sparkplugocation of sparkplugocation of sparkplugocation of sparkplug. A spark plug which is centrally located in the combustion . A spark plug which is centrally located in the combustion . A spark plug which is centrally located in the combustion . A spark plug which is centrally located in the combustion 

chamber has minimum tendency to knock as the flame travel is minimum. The chamber has minimum tendency to knock as the flame travel is minimum. The chamber has minimum tendency to knock as the flame travel is minimum. The chamber has minimum tendency to knock as the flame travel is minimum. The 
flame travel can be reduced by using two or more spark plugs.flame travel can be reduced by using two or more spark plugs.flame travel can be reduced by using two or more spark plugs.flame travel can be reduced by using two or more spark plugs.    

� Location of exhaust valveLocation of exhaust valveLocation of exhaust valveLocation of exhaust valve. The exhaust v. The exhaust v. The exhaust v. The exhaust valve should be located close to the alve should be located close to the alve should be located close to the alve should be located close to the 
spark plug so that it is not in the end gas regionspark plug so that it is not in the end gas regionspark plug so that it is not in the end gas regionspark plug so that it is not in the end gas region; otherwise there will be a ; otherwise there will be a ; otherwise there will be a ; otherwise there will be a 
tentententendency to knock.dency to knock.dency to knock.dency to knock.    
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�     Engine sizeEngine sizeEngine sizeEngine size. Large engines . Large engines . Large engines . Large engines have a greater knocking tendency have a greater knocking tendency have a greater knocking tendency have a greater knocking tendency because flame because flame because flame because flame 
requires a longer time to travel across the combrequires a longer time to travel across the combrequires a longer time to travel across the combrequires a longer time to travel across the combustion chamber. In SI engine ustion chamber. In SI engine ustion chamber. In SI engine ustion chamber. In SI engine 
therefore , generally limited to 100mm therefore , generally limited to 100mm therefore , generally limited to 100mm therefore , generally limited to 100mm     

� Turbulence of mixture Turbulence of mixture Turbulence of mixture Turbulence of mixture     ddddecreasing the turbulence of the mixture decreases the ecreasing the turbulence of the mixture decreases the ecreasing the turbulence of the mixture decreases the ecreasing the turbulence of the mixture decreases the 
flame speed and hence increases the tendency to knock. Turbulence depends flame speed and hence increases the tendency to knock. Turbulence depends flame speed and hence increases the tendency to knock. Turbulence depends flame speed and hence increases the tendency to knock. Turbulence depends 

on the design of combustion chamberon the design of combustion chamberon the design of combustion chamberon the design of combustion chamber    and one engine speed.and one engine speed.and one engine speed.and one engine speed.    

    (D(D(D(D) ) ) ) COMPOSITIONCOMPOSITIONCOMPOSITIONCOMPOSITION....    

( Influence of chemical structure on knocking ( Influence of chemical structure on knocking ( Influence of chemical structure on knocking ( Influence of chemical structure on knocking ––––    VTU August 2005)VTU August 2005)VTU August 2005)VTU August 2005)    
The properties of fuel and A/F ratio are primary means to control knock :The properties of fuel and A/F ratio are primary means to control knock :The properties of fuel and A/F ratio are primary means to control knock :The properties of fuel and A/F ratio are primary means to control knock :    

(a)(a)(a)(a) Molecular Molecular Molecular Molecular Structure.Structure.Structure.Structure.    The knocking tendency is markedly affected by the type The knocking tendency is markedly affected by the type The knocking tendency is markedly affected by the type The knocking tendency is markedly affected by the type of of of of 
the fuel used. Petroleum fuels usually consist of many hydrothe fuel used. Petroleum fuels usually consist of many hydrothe fuel used. Petroleum fuels usually consist of many hydrothe fuel used. Petroleum fuels usually consist of many hydro----carbons of different carbons of different carbons of different carbons of different 
molecular structure. The structure of the fuel molecule has enormous effect on molecular structure. The structure of the fuel molecule has enormous effect on molecular structure. The structure of the fuel molecule has enormous effect on molecular structure. The structure of the fuel molecule has enormous effect on 
knocking tendency. Increasing the carbonknocking tendency. Increasing the carbonknocking tendency. Increasing the carbonknocking tendency. Increasing the carbon----chain increases the knocking chain increases the knocking chain increases the knocking chain increases the knocking 
tendency and tendency and tendency and tendency and centralizcentralizcentralizcentralizinginginging    the carbon atoms decreases the knocking tendency. the carbon atoms decreases the knocking tendency. the carbon atoms decreases the knocking tendency. the carbon atoms decreases the knocking tendency. 
Unsaturated hydrocarbons have less knocking tendency than saturated hydroUnsaturated hydrocarbons have less knocking tendency than saturated hydroUnsaturated hydrocarbons have less knocking tendency than saturated hydroUnsaturated hydrocarbons have less knocking tendency than saturated hydro----
carbons.carbons.carbons.carbons.    
ParaffinsParaffinsParaffinsParaffins    

� Increasing the length of carbon chain increases the knocking tendency.Increasing the length of carbon chain increases the knocking tendency.Increasing the length of carbon chain increases the knocking tendency.Increasing the length of carbon chain increases the knocking tendency.    
� Centralising the carbon atoms decreaseCentralising the carbon atoms decreaseCentralising the carbon atoms decreaseCentralising the carbon atoms decreases the knocking tendency.s the knocking tendency.s the knocking tendency.s the knocking tendency.    

� Adding methyl group (CH to the side of the carbon chain in the centre position Adding methyl group (CH to the side of the carbon chain in the centre position Adding methyl group (CH to the side of the carbon chain in the centre position Adding methyl group (CH to the side of the carbon chain in the centre position 
decreases the knocking tendency.decreases the knocking tendency.decreases the knocking tendency.decreases the knocking tendency.    
OlefinsOlefinsOlefinsOlefins    

Introduction of one double bond has little effect on antiIntroduction of one double bond has little effect on antiIntroduction of one double bond has little effect on antiIntroduction of one double bond has little effect on anti----knock quality but two or three knock quality but two or three knock quality but two or three knock quality but two or three 
doubledoubledoubledouble    bond results lebond results lebond results lebond results less knocking tendency except C and C ss knocking tendency except C and C ss knocking tendency except C and C ss knocking tendency except C and C     

Napthenes and AromaticsNapthenes and AromaticsNapthenes and AromaticsNapthenes and Aromatics    
� Napthenes Napthenes Napthenes Napthenes     have greater knocking tendency than corresponding aromatics.have greater knocking tendency than corresponding aromatics.have greater knocking tendency than corresponding aromatics.have greater knocking tendency than corresponding aromatics.    
� With increasing doubleWith increasing doubleWith increasing doubleWith increasing double----bonds, the knocking tendency is reduced.bonds, the knocking tendency is reduced.bonds, the knocking tendency is reduced.bonds, the knocking tendency is reduced.    
� Lengthening the side chains increases the knocking tendencyLengthening the side chains increases the knocking tendencyLengthening the side chains increases the knocking tendencyLengthening the side chains increases the knocking tendency    whereas whereas whereas whereas 

branching of the side chain decreases the knocking tendency.branching of the side chain decreases the knocking tendency.branching of the side chain decreases the knocking tendency.branching of the side chain decreases the knocking tendency.    
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    (b)(b)(b)(b)    FuelFuelFuelFuel----air ratio.air ratio.air ratio.air ratio.    The most important effect of fuelThe most important effect of fuelThe most important effect of fuelThe most important effect of fuel----aft ratio is on the reaction time or aft ratio is on the reaction time or aft ratio is on the reaction time or aft ratio is on the reaction time or 
ignition delay. When the mixture is nearly 10% richer than stoichiomiric (fuelignition delay. When the mixture is nearly 10% richer than stoichiomiric (fuelignition delay. When the mixture is nearly 10% richer than stoichiomiric (fuelignition delay. When the mixture is nearly 10% richer than stoichiomiric (fuel----air ratio = air ratio = air ratio = air ratio = 
0000.08) ignition lag of the end gas is minimum and the velocity of flame propagation is .08) ignition lag of the end gas is minimum and the velocity of flame propagation is .08) ignition lag of the end gas is minimum and the velocity of flame propagation is .08) ignition lag of the end gas is minimum and the velocity of flame propagation is 
maximum. By making the mixture leaner or richer (than F/A 0.08) the tendency to knock maximum. By making the mixture leaner or richer (than F/A 0.08) the tendency to knock maximum. By making the mixture leaner or richer (than F/A 0.08) the tendency to knock maximum. By making the mixture leaner or richer (than F/A 0.08) the tendency to knock 
is decreased. A too rich mixture is especially effective in decreasing or eliminatingis decreased. A too rich mixture is especially effective in decreasing or eliminatingis decreased. A too rich mixture is especially effective in decreasing or eliminatingis decreased. A too rich mixture is especially effective in decreasing or eliminating    the the the the 

knock due to longer delay and lower temperature of compression.knock due to longer delay and lower temperature of compression.knock due to longer delay and lower temperature of compression.knock due to longer delay and lower temperature of compression.    
(c)(c)(c)(c)Humidity of airHumidity of airHumidity of airHumidity of air. Increasing atmospheric humidity decreases the tendency to knock . Increasing atmospheric humidity decreases the tendency to knock . Increasing atmospheric humidity decreases the tendency to knock . Increasing atmospheric humidity decreases the tendency to knock 

by decreasing the reaction time by decreasing the reaction time by decreasing the reaction time by decreasing the reaction time of theof theof theof the    fuel fuel fuel fuel     
    

The trends of the most of the above factors on knocking tThe trends of the most of the above factors on knocking tThe trends of the most of the above factors on knocking tThe trends of the most of the above factors on knocking tendency of the engine is given endency of the engine is given endency of the engine is given endency of the engine is given 
below: below: below: below:     
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Table Table Table Table below below below below gives the general summary of variables affecting the knock in an SI engine gives the general summary of variables affecting the knock in an SI engine gives the general summary of variables affecting the knock in an SI engine gives the general summary of variables affecting the knock in an SI engine         

    
Summary of Variables Affecting Knock in an SI EngineSummary of Variables Affecting Knock in an SI EngineSummary of Variables Affecting Knock in an SI EngineSummary of Variables Affecting Knock in an SI Engine    
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Effect of engine variables on Knocking in SI engiEffect of engine variables on Knocking in SI engiEffect of engine variables on Knocking in SI engiEffect of engine variables on Knocking in SI engine ( VTU Jan 2007)ne ( VTU Jan 2007)ne ( VTU Jan 2007)ne ( VTU Jan 2007)    
1.1.1.1. Compression ratio: The pressure and temperature at the end of compression Compression ratio: The pressure and temperature at the end of compression Compression ratio: The pressure and temperature at the end of compression Compression ratio: The pressure and temperature at the end of compression 

increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the maximum increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the maximum increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the maximum increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the maximum 
pressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockpressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockpressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockpressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knock    

2.2.2.2. Supercharging : incrSupercharging : incrSupercharging : incrSupercharging : increase the temperature and density of mixture and thus the ease the temperature and density of mixture and thus the ease the temperature and density of mixture and thus the ease the temperature and density of mixture and thus the 
tendency to knock is increased.tendency to knock is increased.tendency to knock is increased.tendency to knock is increased.    

3.3.3.3. Turbulence : decreasing the turbulence of mixture decreases the flame speed Turbulence : decreasing the turbulence of mixture decreases the flame speed Turbulence : decreasing the turbulence of mixture decreases the flame speed Turbulence : decreasing the turbulence of mixture decreases the flame speed 
and hence increase the tendency to knockand hence increase the tendency to knockand hence increase the tendency to knockand hence increase the tendency to knock    

4.4.4.4. Octane rating of fuel : higher the octane number, Octane rating of fuel : higher the octane number, Octane rating of fuel : higher the octane number, Octane rating of fuel : higher the octane number, less the tendency to knock. less the tendency to knock. less the tendency to knock. less the tendency to knock. 

Parafins have maximum tendency to knock and aromatic series have minimum Parafins have maximum tendency to knock and aromatic series have minimum Parafins have maximum tendency to knock and aromatic series have minimum Parafins have maximum tendency to knock and aromatic series have minimum 
tendency to knock . ( also see tendency to knock . ( also see tendency to knock . ( also see tendency to knock . ( also see Influence of chemical structure on knocking)Influence of chemical structure on knocking)Influence of chemical structure on knocking)Influence of chemical structure on knocking)    

    

Factors that limits the compression ratio in petrol engineFactors that limits the compression ratio in petrol engineFactors that limits the compression ratio in petrol engineFactors that limits the compression ratio in petrol engine    ( VTU  July 2007)( VTU  July 2007)( VTU  July 2007)( VTU  July 2007)    
    

In petrol engine we use the mixture of air and petrol and thermal efficiency of petrol In petrol engine we use the mixture of air and petrol and thermal efficiency of petrol In petrol engine we use the mixture of air and petrol and thermal efficiency of petrol In petrol engine we use the mixture of air and petrol and thermal efficiency of petrol 
engine increase with increase in compression ratio. But the value of compression ration engine increase with increase in compression ratio. But the value of compression ration engine increase with increase in compression ratio. But the value of compression ration engine increase with increase in compression ratio. But the value of compression ration 
is limited by phenomenon of knocking. is limited by phenomenon of knocking. is limited by phenomenon of knocking. is limited by phenomenon of knocking. The pressure and temperature at the end of The pressure and temperature at the end of The pressure and temperature at the end of The pressure and temperature at the end of 

compression increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the compression increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the compression increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the compression increases with increase in compression ratio. This in turn increase the 
maximum pressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockmaximum pressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockmaximum pressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knockmaximum pressure during the combustion and creates a tendency to knock. Thus ,. Thus ,. Thus ,. Thus ,    
Higher compression ratio, higher is the tendency to knock, therefore the value of Higher compression ratio, higher is the tendency to knock, therefore the value of Higher compression ratio, higher is the tendency to knock, therefore the value of Higher compression ratio, higher is the tendency to knock, therefore the value of 
compressioncompressioncompressioncompression    ratio in petrol engine is limited to 6 to 10.ratio in petrol engine is limited to 6 to 10.ratio in petrol engine is limited to 6 to 10.ratio in petrol engine is limited to 6 to 10.    
Compression ratio can be marginally improved by using fuel with TetraCompression ratio can be marginally improved by using fuel with TetraCompression ratio can be marginally improved by using fuel with TetraCompression ratio can be marginally improved by using fuel with Tetra----ethyl lead. TEL ethyl lead. TEL ethyl lead. TEL ethyl lead. TEL 
delays the auto ignition and delays the auto ignition and delays the auto ignition and delays the auto ignition and allowsallowsallowsallows    it to occur at higher temperature and thus reduces it to occur at higher temperature and thus reduces it to occur at higher temperature and thus reduces it to occur at higher temperature and thus reduces 
knocking. knocking. knocking. knocking. The use of TEL is now in dThe use of TEL is now in dThe use of TEL is now in dThe use of TEL is now in disfavor because of atmospheric pollution ( lead is isfavor because of atmospheric pollution ( lead is isfavor because of atmospheric pollution ( lead is isfavor because of atmospheric pollution ( lead is 
toxic and has serious environmental and health hazards).toxic and has serious environmental and health hazards).toxic and has serious environmental and health hazards).toxic and has serious environmental and health hazards).    
    

KNOCK RATING OF SI ENGINE FUELS ( OCTANE NUMBER ) ( VTU Jan 2006)KNOCK RATING OF SI ENGINE FUELS ( OCTANE NUMBER ) ( VTU Jan 2006)KNOCK RATING OF SI ENGINE FUELS ( OCTANE NUMBER ) ( VTU Jan 2006)KNOCK RATING OF SI ENGINE FUELS ( OCTANE NUMBER ) ( VTU Jan 2006)    
The tendency to detonate depends on composition of fuel. Fuel differ widely in thThe tendency to detonate depends on composition of fuel. Fuel differ widely in thThe tendency to detonate depends on composition of fuel. Fuel differ widely in thThe tendency to detonate depends on composition of fuel. Fuel differ widely in their eir eir eir 
ability to resist knock. The property of fuel which describes how fuel will or will nor self ability to resist knock. The property of fuel which describes how fuel will or will nor self ability to resist knock. The property of fuel which describes how fuel will or will nor self ability to resist knock. The property of fuel which describes how fuel will or will nor self 
ignite is called the ignite is called the ignite is called the ignite is called the OCTANE NUMBER. It is defined as the percentage of IsoOCTANE NUMBER. It is defined as the percentage of IsoOCTANE NUMBER. It is defined as the percentage of IsoOCTANE NUMBER. It is defined as the percentage of Iso----octane by octane by octane by octane by 
volume in a mixture of Isovolume in a mixture of Isovolume in a mixture of Isovolume in a mixture of Iso----octane and noctane and noctane and noctane and n----heptane which exactly matches the heptane which exactly matches the heptane which exactly matches the heptane which exactly matches the knocking knocking knocking knocking 
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tendency of a given fuel, in a standard fuel under given standard operating conditions.tendency of a given fuel, in a standard fuel under given standard operating conditions.tendency of a given fuel, in a standard fuel under given standard operating conditions.tendency of a given fuel, in a standard fuel under given standard operating conditions.    
The rating of a particular SI fuel is done by comparing its antiknock performance with The rating of a particular SI fuel is done by comparing its antiknock performance with The rating of a particular SI fuel is done by comparing its antiknock performance with The rating of a particular SI fuel is done by comparing its antiknock performance with 
that of standard reference fuel which is usually combination of Isothat of standard reference fuel which is usually combination of Isothat of standard reference fuel which is usually combination of Isothat of standard reference fuel which is usually combination of Iso----octaoctaoctaoctane and nne and nne and nne and n----
heptane. Isoheptane. Isoheptane. Isoheptane. Iso----octane (Coctane (Coctane (Coctane (C8888HHHH18181818) which has a very high resistance to knock and therefore it ) which has a very high resistance to knock and therefore it ) which has a very high resistance to knock and therefore it ) which has a very high resistance to knock and therefore it 
is arbitrarily assigned a rating of 100 octane number. Nis arbitrarily assigned a rating of 100 octane number. Nis arbitrarily assigned a rating of 100 octane number. Nis arbitrarily assigned a rating of 100 octane number. N----heptane (Cheptane (Cheptane (Cheptane (C7777HHHH16161616) which is very ) which is very ) which is very ) which is very 

prone to knock and therefore given a zero value.prone to knock and therefore given a zero value.prone to knock and therefore given a zero value.prone to knock and therefore given a zero value.    
For example: Octane numbFor example: Octane numbFor example: Octane numbFor example: Octane number 80 means that the fuel has same knocking tendency as er 80 means that the fuel has same knocking tendency as er 80 means that the fuel has same knocking tendency as er 80 means that the fuel has same knocking tendency as 
mixture of 80% isomixture of 80% isomixture of 80% isomixture of 80% iso----octane and 20% noctane and 20% noctane and 20% noctane and 20% n----heptane (by volume basis).heptane (by volume basis).heptane (by volume basis).heptane (by volume basis).    
A fuel having an octane number of 110 means fuel has the same tendency to resist as a A fuel having an octane number of 110 means fuel has the same tendency to resist as a A fuel having an octane number of 110 means fuel has the same tendency to resist as a A fuel having an octane number of 110 means fuel has the same tendency to resist as a 
mixture of 10 cc of Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) in onemixture of 10 cc of Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) in onemixture of 10 cc of Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) in onemixture of 10 cc of Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) in one    U.S gallon of IsoU.S gallon of IsoU.S gallon of IsoU.S gallon of Iso----octane.octane.octane.octane.    
    

HIGHEST USEFUL COMPRESSION RATIO (HUCR)    ( VTU July 2005)HIGHEST USEFUL COMPRESSION RATIO (HUCR)    ( VTU July 2005)HIGHEST USEFUL COMPRESSION RATIO (HUCR)    ( VTU July 2005)HIGHEST USEFUL COMPRESSION RATIO (HUCR)    ( VTU July 2005)    
The thermal efficiency of IC engine increase with increase in Compression Ratio. The The thermal efficiency of IC engine increase with increase in Compression Ratio. The The thermal efficiency of IC engine increase with increase in Compression Ratio. The The thermal efficiency of IC engine increase with increase in Compression Ratio. The 
maximum compression ratio of any SI engine is limited by its tendency to knock. HUCmaximum compression ratio of any SI engine is limited by its tendency to knock. HUCmaximum compression ratio of any SI engine is limited by its tendency to knock. HUCmaximum compression ratio of any SI engine is limited by its tendency to knock. HUCR R R R 
is the highest compression ratio employed at which a fuel is the highest compression ratio employed at which a fuel is the highest compression ratio employed at which a fuel is the highest compression ratio employed at which a fuel can be used in a specified can be used in a specified can be used in a specified can be used in a specified 
engine under specified set of operating conditions, at which detonation first becomes engine under specified set of operating conditions, at which detonation first becomes engine under specified set of operating conditions, at which detonation first becomes engine under specified set of operating conditions, at which detonation first becomes 
audible with both ignition and mixture strength adjusted to give highest efficiencyaudible with both ignition and mixture strength adjusted to give highest efficiencyaudible with both ignition and mixture strength adjusted to give highest efficiencyaudible with both ignition and mixture strength adjusted to give highest efficiency....    

HUCR of different fuelHUCR of different fuelHUCR of different fuelHUCR of different fuel    

IsoIsoIsoIso----octane octane octane octane     10.9610.9610.9610.96    

nnnn----heptaneheptaneheptaneheptane    3.753.753.753.75    

TouleneTouleneTouleneToulene    15151515    

Cyclo hexaneCyclo hexaneCyclo hexaneCyclo hexane    8.208.208.208.20    

Anti Knock AgentsAnti Knock AgentsAnti Knock AgentsAnti Knock Agents    
The knock resistance tendency of a fuel can be increased by adding antiThe knock resistance tendency of a fuel can be increased by adding antiThe knock resistance tendency of a fuel can be increased by adding antiThe knock resistance tendency of a fuel can be increased by adding anti----knock agents. knock agents. knock agents. knock agents. 
The anti knock agents are substances which decreases the rateThe anti knock agents are substances which decreases the rateThe anti knock agents are substances which decreases the rateThe anti knock agents are substances which decreases the rate    of preflame reaction by of preflame reaction by of preflame reaction by of preflame reaction by 
delaying the auto ignition of the end mixture in engine until flame generated by spark delaying the auto ignition of the end mixture in engine until flame generated by spark delaying the auto ignition of the end mixture in engine until flame generated by spark delaying the auto ignition of the end mixture in engine until flame generated by spark 
plug.plug.plug.plug.    
TEL TEL TEL TEL ( )[ ]

455552222HHHHCCCCP
b
P
b
P
b
P
b

    is most powerful anti knock is most powerful anti knock is most powerful anti knock is most powerful anti knock agents. agents. agents. agents. TEL increase the efficiency of TEL increase the efficiency of TEL increase the efficiency of TEL increase the efficiency of 

engine and increase the specific output of engine and increase the specific output of engine and increase the specific output of engine and increase the specific output of SI engine. Its use will not improve the SI engine. Its use will not improve the SI engine. Its use will not improve the SI engine. Its use will not improve the 
performance of engine which is not knocking unless the spark advanced. CR is performance of engine which is not knocking unless the spark advanced. CR is performance of engine which is not knocking unless the spark advanced. CR is performance of engine which is not knocking unless the spark advanced. CR is 
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increased or higher inlet pressure is used to take advantage of an increase in octane increased or higher inlet pressure is used to take advantage of an increase in octane increased or higher inlet pressure is used to take advantage of an increase in octane increased or higher inlet pressure is used to take advantage of an increase in octane 
number. The use of leaded number. The use of leaded number. The use of leaded number. The use of leaded gasoline. Howevergasoline. Howevergasoline. Howevergasoline. However    is not peis not peis not peis not perfect solution to problem. It rfect solution to problem. It rfect solution to problem. It rfect solution to problem. It 
leads to emission of lead into atmosphere which is known to be very hazardous.leads to emission of lead into atmosphere which is known to be very hazardous.leads to emission of lead into atmosphere which is known to be very hazardous.leads to emission of lead into atmosphere which is known to be very hazardous.    
    

The following table shows some anti knock agents and effectiveness.The following table shows some anti knock agents and effectiveness.The following table shows some anti knock agents and effectiveness.The following table shows some anti knock agents and effectiveness.    
    

Compound Compound Compound Compound     Chemical SymbolChemical SymbolChemical SymbolChemical Symbol    Weight forWeight forWeight forWeight for    
given effect (gm)given effect (gm)given effect (gm)given effect (gm)    

Relative Relative Relative Relative 
weightweightweightweight    

TetraTetraTetraTetraethyl leadethyl leadethyl leadethyl lead    Pb(CPb(CPb(CPb(C2222HHHH5555))))4444    0.02950.02950.02950.0295    1111    

AnilineAnilineAnilineAniline    CCCC6666HHHH5555NHNHNHNH2222    1111    34343434    

Ethyl  IodideEthyl  IodideEthyl  IodideEthyl  Iodide    CCCC2222HHHH5555    IIII    1.551.551.551.55    53535353    

Ethyl  alcoholEthyl  alcoholEthyl  alcoholEthyl  alcohol    CCCC2222HHHH5555    OHOHOHOH    4.754.754.754.75    161161161161    

XyleneXyleneXyleneXylene    [C[C[C[C6666HHHH4444CHCHCHCH3333]]]]2222    8.008.008.008.00    271271271271    

TolueneTolueneTolueneToluene    CCCC6666HHHH5555CHCHCHCH3333    8.88.88.88.8    298298298298    

BenzeneBenzeneBenzeneBenzene    CCCC6666HHHH6666    9.89.89.89.8    332332332332    
    

The following table gives the relative effectiveness of anti knoThe following table gives the relative effectiveness of anti knoThe following table gives the relative effectiveness of anti knoThe following table gives the relative effectiveness of anti knockscksckscks    
    

CompoundCompoundCompoundCompound    Relative effectivenessRelative effectivenessRelative effectivenessRelative effectiveness    

Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL) Tetra  ethyl  lead (TEL)     100100100100    

Methyl cyclo pentadienylMethyl cyclo pentadienylMethyl cyclo pentadienylMethyl cyclo pentadienyl    65656565    

Manganese tricarbonyl  IroncarbonylManganese tricarbonyl  IroncarbonylManganese tricarbonyl  IroncarbonylManganese tricarbonyl  Ironcarbonyl    43434343    

Copper methyl arnino methyle necetateCopper methyl arnino methyle necetateCopper methyl arnino methyle necetateCopper methyl arnino methyle necetate    40404040    

Nickel carbonylNickel carbonylNickel carbonylNickel carbonyl    30303030    

Tri ethyl bismuthTri ethyl bismuthTri ethyl bismuthTri ethyl bismuth    20202020    

Tetra ethyl tinTetra ethyl tinTetra ethyl tinTetra ethyl tin    3333    

NNNN----Methyl anilinMethyl anilinMethyl anilinMethyl anilineeee----Ethyl iodideEthyl iodideEthyl iodideEthyl iodide    11111111    
    

The effect of anti knock agents on HUCR is shown belowThe effect of anti knock agents on HUCR is shown belowThe effect of anti knock agents on HUCR is shown belowThe effect of anti knock agents on HUCR is shown below    
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S I engines are generally not supercharged.” Justify this statement.S I engines are generally not supercharged.” Justify this statement.S I engines are generally not supercharged.” Justify this statement.S I engines are generally not supercharged.” Justify this statement.    
The factors which affect knocking in S.I. enginesThe factors which affect knocking in S.I. enginesThe factors which affect knocking in S.I. enginesThe factors which affect knocking in S.I. engines    
————    Compression ratioCompression ratioCompression ratioCompression ratio    
————    Mixture strengthMixture strengthMixture strengthMixture strength    
————    Fuel characteristicFuel characteristicFuel characteristicFuel characteristics (Octane number, ON)s (Octane number, ON)s (Octane number, ON)s (Octane number, ON)    
————    Initial pressure.Initial pressure.Initial pressure.Initial pressure.    
In these engines the limit of supercharging is fixed mainly by knocking, because the In these engines the limit of supercharging is fixed mainly by knocking, because the In these engines the limit of supercharging is fixed mainly by knocking, because the In these engines the limit of supercharging is fixed mainly by knocking, because the 
knocking tendency of most fuels is increased by increasing the inlet pressure and knocking tendency of most fuels is increased by increasing the inlet pressure and knocking tendency of most fuels is increased by increasing the inlet pressure and knocking tendency of most fuels is increased by increasing the inlet pressure and 
temperature, or both. At the same ON requirementemperature, or both. At the same ON requirementemperature, or both. At the same ON requirementemperature, or both. At the same ON requirement, if the charge density is increased t, if the charge density is increased t, if the charge density is increased t, if the charge density is increased 

the compression ratio has to be decreased considering the knock limits. Thus the power the compression ratio has to be decreased considering the knock limits. Thus the power the compression ratio has to be decreased considering the knock limits. Thus the power the compression ratio has to be decreased considering the knock limits. Thus the power 
by the supercharged engine is increased but at reduced thermal efficiency.by the supercharged engine is increased but at reduced thermal efficiency.by the supercharged engine is increased but at reduced thermal efficiency.by the supercharged engine is increased but at reduced thermal efficiency.    Further, Further, Further, Further, 
supercharged S.I. engines are usually to run onsupercharged S.I. engines are usually to run onsupercharged S.I. engines are usually to run onsupercharged S.I. engines are usually to run on    rich mixture, for maximum power. This rich mixture, for maximum power. This rich mixture, for maximum power. This rich mixture, for maximum power. This 
also results in a higheralso results in a higheralso results in a higheralso results in a higher    S F C.  S F C.  S F C.  S F C.  Therefore, S.I. engines are not generally supercharged, Therefore, S.I. engines are not generally supercharged, Therefore, S.I. engines are not generally supercharged, Therefore, S.I. engines are not generally supercharged, 
except to compensate for loss of power at high altitudes.except to compensate for loss of power at high altitudes.except to compensate for loss of power at high altitudes.except to compensate for loss of power at high altitudes.    


